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Aesthetics
the extraordinarily elegant design of KWC products raises the experience of 
handling water to a new level. these exclusively processed faucets create a 
refined atmosphere in any kitchen or bathroom. 

Functionality
Our many years of experience and the continuous ongoing development of our 
 products give them a unique functionality. We also integrate new technologies to 
achieve hitherto undreamt-of improvements in the way they work. 

Ecology
KWC is aware of its environmental responsibilities. We regard the concept of 
sustainability as a great challenge and incorporate it into everything we do. 
Thanks to innovative technical features, our products significantly reduce the 
consumption of water and energy.

KWC draws on its long company tradition to ensure 

that its Swiss quality products make a splash right 

around the world. Developed and manufactured in 

Unterkulm in Switzerland’s Canton Aargau, the 

products are exported to over 50 countries. 

KWC is certified in the following areas 
ISO 9001 Quality management systems
ISO 14001 Environmental management systems 
OHSAS 18001 Occupational health and 
safety management systems

Pure pleasure



KWC is a Swiss company that sets the benchmark worldwide. As a loyal partner, 
it rates fair play highly and is always willing to take responsibility. This is why 
KWC faucets are still designed and manufactured in Unterkulm, Canton Aargau. 
The commitment to production in Switzerland is a guarantee of the expertise 
and skill of our workforce, of our constant refinement of tried-and-tested 
technologies and of a consistently high-quality product.

Numerous awards for its internationally leading designs demonstrate the high 
regard in which KWC is held across the world.

Swiss quality Prize-winning design



Just like the fascinating element that is water, KWC too is always on the move. 
Boldness in making changes and a willingness to innovate have characterized the 
company since its beginnings in 1874. 

KWC faucets make the daily business of handling water a real experience. 
Every detail is perfect, every movement is right, every function is impressive.

Moving with the times innovative technology
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FOrM AND FUNCTION

Form and function
Outstanding quality always includes two aspects: the aesthetic-formal and the 
functional. It is only what appeals to us that can move us emotionally – and it 
is only what represents a reliable value that is capable of convincing us over 
the long term. At KWC, we like to be inspired by nature when designing new 
faucets so as always to create new, unusual lines from scratch: as durable and 
resilient as a piece of granite, as impressive and beautiful as a mountain 
landscape.
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KWC ONO is a masterpiece of minimalism. 

 Delicate design and high-quality materials and 

craftsmanship are reflected in every detail of this 

range of faucets, to give a touch of prestige to 

the modern bathroom. One particularly stylish 

feature of the faucet is the slim operating lever 

made of hardened stainless steel, which allows 

uniquely precise control while giving KWC ONO 

its unmistakeable character.

FOrM AND FUNCTION
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Straight lines
The style of the KWC ONO is defined by its clear, 
simple lines. The uncompromising geometry gives 
this faucet a strength that goes far beyond the 
bounds of the everyday.

Graceful form, strong character
KWC ONO is a masterpiece of minimalism. Fine materials, a simple style and 
the latest technology are the defining features of a faucet which will give your 
bathroom a touch of prestige.

Strength and style 
Slim but very stable: the operating lever on the 
KWC ONO (centre) is made of special hardened 
stainless steel and is resistant to corrosion. it acts 
directly on the cartridge, guaranteeing maximum 
precision. 

The ultimate in form and function: the acclaimed 
neoperl® Caché® (below) is incorporated inside the 
spout so that it blends into a harmonious whole.

KWC ONO FOrM AND FUNCTION
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Timeless beauty  
KWC ONO is an image of simple elegance. 
The minimalist design gives your bathroom 
a fanciful, light touch, making every moment 
spent there an unforgettable experience.

Flexibility
The bathtub spout, which can be rotated 60º, is 
discreetly integrated into the cylinder. the direction 
of the water jet can be adjusted with a flick of the 
wrist.

You can switch between the shower spray and the 
bathtub spout by pulling the diverter. The automatic 
reset function ensures that the diverter automatically 
returns to its starting position, the bathtub spout, 
when the water is turned off.

KWC ONO

Standing ovations  
KWC ono offers an extra special source of inspiration 
with this new model for freestanding bathtubs. It leaves 
even more scope for your imagination – and will cut a 
fine figure in any bathroom.

FOrM AND FUNCTION



19KWC ONO

Wellness oasis  
Let the water flow, and a feeling of well-being follows without fail. 
With KWC ONO, pampering your body becomes sheer joy, filling you 
with renewed vigour and energy.

FOrM AND FUNCTION
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Precise indicator 
The well-shaped thermostats ensure that your bath or shower is comfortable and 
safe. these classic designs add an enhancing touch to the KWC ono range and 
blend in perfectly with the overall look. 
KWC thermostats offer safety and comfort in one: protection against burning 
and scalding prevents any unpleasantly hot surprises, while a special intelligent 
mechanism automatically evens out any fluctuations in pressure. This keeps the 
desired temperature constant and also saves energy.

FOrM AND FUNCTION
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electronics

Aesthetics and technology, elegance and electronics. 

A smooth combination of all these elements is 

 essential for electronic faucets. Whether you are 

looking for an interplay of light and colour, or 

 low-contact or even touchless operation – KWC 

 offers solutions which combine maximum comfort 

with smart functionality and stylish design.

FOrM AND FUNCTION



25KWC ONO lightpin

real-time temperature 
in colour  
Colorflow is based on LED technology and reflects 
the water temperature precisely and continuously. 
The real-time temperature display offers a unique 
experience for the operator and forms a striking 
backdrop for the lever.

FOrM AND FUNCTION



5 sec clean

3x

2x

1x on/off

27KWC ONO touch light

Three levels, 
three colours 
Touch control regulates the water temperature 
hygienically and with minimum required contact, 
thanks to DDSA® sensor technology. Just a brief 
touch on top is enough: once for cold (blue), twice 
for warm (orange) and three times for hot (red) – 
and to clean (green), press for five seconds. 

FOrM AND FUNCTION



29KWC ONO touchless

the power of thought  
KWC ONO touchless exudes mystery. The water starts to flow without the 
faucet being touched – controlled by invisible forces. The radiation-free 
DDSA® sensor technology sets the water flowing as soon as your hand is 
within 5-7cm of the faucet.

FOrM AND FUNCTION



touch light PRO
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FOrM AND FUNCTION

The future has already begun. KWC ONO touch light PRO 

is stunning in its minimalist design and is an example of 

smart, innovative technology – elegance and electronic 

convenience for the user in a culture of purity. the water 

temperature – indicated by a ring of blue, orange or 

red light – is controlled simply by touching/turning the 

operating unit.
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intuitive
A new dimension in convenience and hygiene: use 
the ‘tip’n’flow 1-2-3’ function to select the pre-set 
‘cold’, ‘warm’ or ‘hot’ settings at a touch, or rotate 
to change the temperature to suit you and save that 
setting.

remote control
The operating unit is also available in a wireless 
version. Thanks to a magnetic connection, it can 
easily be removed from the top of the swivel spout 
and positioned anywhere in the room. 

FOrM AND FUNCTION



35KWC ONO touch light PRO
FOrM AND FUNCTION

The key principle is 
flexibility
the operating and regulating devices and the spout 
can all be positioned entirely flexibly. The operating 
unit can be mounted on the shelf, the washstand or 
the wall (flush-fitting).



37KWC ONO touch light PRO
FOrM AND FUNCTION

Shower in comfort 
Comfort and elegance in complete harmony: whether 
it's the ability to switch between the overhead and 
hand-held shower spray at the touch of a button, or 
the integrated thermostat – safety, aesthetics and 
relaxation go hand in hand. 

everything under control
You'd like the bathtub filled automatically? No problem! The quantity 
and temperature of the water can be easily programmed and then 
KWC ono touch light PRO controls the filling of the bath. That means 
you can relax before you even get into the bath.
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KWC USO Pages 40 / 98

CrEATIvITY AND EMOTION

Creativity and emotion
Evoking emotions is part of the high art of good product design. In addition 
to perfect functionality, it is therefore always important to create moods, to 
stimulate all the senses and to open the heart to aesthetics. Thanks to its 
creative, innovative approach to shapes, colours, materials and technology, 
KWC time and again produces faucets with a ‘soul’ that can touch and 
enthral, by appealing to the emotions as well as the mind.
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CrEATIvITY AND EMOTION

Electronic faucets are a law unto themselves.  

The quest for perfection is still the top priority, but  

a balance has to be found between aesthetics and 

technology, elegance and electronics. The best 

example of this is the KWC USO: a wonderful piece 

of design that swathes the beauty of the flowing 

water in carefully regulated colours – and shows off 

the qualities of LUMINAQUA® leD technology in 

the very best light. 

KWC USO



5 sec
clean

3x

2x

1x
 on/off

43KWC USO CrEATIvITY AND EMOTION

Just touch the spout and the water becomes 
coloured: once for cold (blue), twice for warm 
(orange) and three times for hot (red). The cleaning 
mode (green) is activated when you press the spout 
for five seconds, and it switches itself off automati-
cally. The water flows for 10 seconds (factory 
setting). 

Minimalist in shape, refined in the diversity of its 
functions: KWC USO perfectly complements the 
workspace of the modern kitchen. A faucet full of 
character, with a harmonious overall image – and 
which gives outstanding service in everyday use.
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KWC AVA Pages 46 / 99

PEACE AND HArMONY

Peace and harmony
Feel safe and secure. The desire for harmony is a human longing that finds 
particular expression at home, within one’s own four walls – and rightly so. 
This is where we like to be, this is where we like to be able to rely on things. 
KWC takes the desire for reliability very seriously – with faucets that stand out 
thanks to their precision, long lifespan, diversity of functions and timeless design. 
With all these aspects, the focus is on one thing: outstanding Swiss quality.
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With KWC AvA, the extraordinary becomes a 

 matter of course. The slim proportions and cubic 

style are the defining characteristics of this range 

which creates such a confident, striking impression. 

It forms a link between traditional products and 

modern design, while fully accommodating the 

desire for individuality. this is a range of faucets 

that also appeals to a broad public.

PEACE AND HArMONY



49KWC AVA

Your bathroom – your space  
KWC AvA offers inspiration for people who take pleasure in filling their own 
space with their own dreams. The bathroom becomes an expression of a way of 
living which seeks peace and harmony – and finds both through natural contact 
with water.

Full lever action
The eye-catching feature of this faucet is its flat lever, which is based on an 
innovative lever principle with an invisible lifting mechanism. It moves and lifts 
simultaneously on opening – thus giving a completely new operating sensation.

PEACE AND HArMONY
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The environmentally conscious use of energy and water is an important concern 
to us. KWC AvA in the COOLFIX version is an excellent example of how thinking 
about sustainability influences our product development – and how much 
pleasure can be engendered by caring about ecology and the environment. 
Thanks to COOLFIX, it is cold water rather than lukewarm water which flows 
when the lever is in the central position, thereby substantially reducing the 
consumption of hot water.

Saving systematically
The KWC AvA basin mixer meets the highest 
standards in terms of aesthetics, ecology, hygiene 
and washing comfort. Around 7.5 litres per minute 
(3 bar) flow from the integrated Neoperl® Caché®, 
meaning that between 30 % and 40 % less water is 
used than with standard basin faucets.

KWC AVA PEACE AND HArMONY
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Bull's eye
Installed sideways, easily rotatable, absolutely 
precise: the bathtub spout guides the water in 
the right direction with a simple turn.

KWC AVA PEACE AND HArMONY

Protective casing
The high-quality single lever mixer for the shower 
is insulated and offers optimal protection against 
scalding – all without compromising the elegance 
and simplicity of the minimalist tubular design.
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The changeover zone
The elegant concealed thermostat offers tingling 
moments as you switch between hot and cold water. 
The changeover from hand shower to shower head 
takes place at the press of a button.

All-inclusive
The minimalist cylinder defines the character of the 
surface-mounted shower. Exclusive faucet design – 
 including flow regulator and thermostat.

 hotControl
Temperatures over 38º C can only be selected 
after the safety button has been pressed. The hot 
water is also automatically stopped if the cold 
water supply fails. 

KWC AVA PEACE AND HArMONY
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ShowerCulture
Showering is, in itself, a cultural achievement. Being able to control and  
use water for the purposes of our own well-being makes everyday life simpler 
and more agreeable. Yet showers are not all the same. KWC raises the bar: 
 ShowerCulture means making your shower into a personal experience,  
stimulating or relaxing, just as you prefer. It’s showering with all your senses,  
or, to put it simply: pure pleasure.

ShowerCulture
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KWC ShowerCulture offers a carefully coordinated 

system comprising all kinds of innovative products 

that can be combined together. Whether it's the 

hand shower, the shower head, the thermostat or 

the entire shower system – with KWC the design 

and functionality always reflect your particular 

lifestyle. Whatever you as an individual may select, 

the focus is always on making your showering 

experience personal to you. 

ShowerCulture
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The new KWC BOSSANOvA hand shower is a real 

innovation, setting new standards for style, colour 

and materials. KWC BOSSANOvA is available in two 

versions – mono, with one type of jet, and duo,  

with two. 

ShowerCulture



63KWC BOSSANOVA

Design with emotional 
appeal
Four colours, soft, flowing lines, an exciting combi-
nation of materials – KWC BOSSANOvA brings your 
personal lifestyle into the shower.

 harmonic blue
 midnight blue
 urban grey
 fancy purple

Anti-limescale nozzles
−  effective protection from a build-up of limescale
−  clean with a microfibre cloth (limescale breaks 

down on the smooth silicone) 

ergoSkin-Feeling
ergoSkin, the newly developed surface made of 
multi-component silicone, feels wonderfully smooth, 
is skin-friendly and easy to maintain. 

−  safe and non-slip, even when your hands are wet
−  durable and easy to clean
−  a unique combination of materials with a glossy 

chrome finish

ShowerCulture



65KWC BOSSANOVA

mono
The smaller of the two KWC BOSSANOvA hand 
showers is available in urban grey. It measures  
105 mm in diameter and has one type of jet (fitJet). 
Also available is the water-saving version 
KWC BOSSANOvA air (ecoJet). 

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect 
positioning in the shower. The hose never gets a kink 
in it at this angle.

duo
This version of KWC BOSSANOvA comes in four 
colours: harmonic blue, urban grey, fancy purple and 
midnight blue. It measures 130 mm in diameter and 
has two types of jet (spaJet and fitJet).

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect 
positioning in the shower. The hose never gets a kink 
in it at this angle.

ecoJet 
Intense, environmentally-friendly 
spray with air and water-mixing 
technology.

fitJet
Powerful spray using inner circle 
of nozzles for a tingling shower 
experience.

spaJet
Wide-area spray using all nozzles 
for a pure spa experience.

KWC BOSSANOVA air

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

fitJet
A powerful, revitalising spray for 
a tingling shower experience.

KWC BOSSANOVA mono

ShowerCulture
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The new hand shower KWC ELY is the ultimate in 

style, dynamism and elegance, bringing a whole new 

dimension to the concept of design in showering. 

KWC ELY is available in two versions – mono, with 

one type of jet, and duo, with two. Based on two 

basic shapes, cylinders and ellipses, the shower head 

blends in with most interior design styles.

ShowerCulture



69KWC ELY

exceptional showering 
luxury
Despite its slimline appearance, the KWC ELY reveals 
some stunning features when you use it.

−  Perfect jet direction: the jet is directed exactly 
where you want it to be: on your body

Well thought-out 
 details
Often it's the little things that make the difference. 
KWC ELY duo incorporates a really clever idea: 
built-in continuous adjustment – for ease of use, 
maximum hygiene, and real added value.

ShowerCulture
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mono
With fitJet, KWC ELY mono offers a pleasantly soft, 
all-over needle spray which caresses your body as 
you shower.

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect 
positioning in the shower.

duo
One of the impressive features of the KWC ELY duo 
is its two jet types which give completely different 
sensations: fitJet and powerJet. The continuous 
diverter is seamlessly integrated in the shower head.

The right angle: an angled shower head for perfect 
positioning in the shower.

fitJet 
Tender care for your skin with 
a gentle, wide needle spray.

powerJet
Stimulating and highly revitalising 
with a  powerful, intense massage 
spray.

KWC Ely mono

KWC ELY duo

KWC ELY duo

fitJet
Tender care for your skin with 
a gentle, wide needle spray.

ShowerCulture
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KWC PIATTO
KWC PIATTO shower heads bring distinction and 

 spaciousness to your shower. With two basic styles, 

round or square – each available in different sizes –  

you can choose between a sculpted Cubist  appearance 

and a harmoniously rounded design. 

ShowerCultureShowerCulture
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Flexible ball joint
A swivelling ball joint means you can adjust the angle 
of the shower head exactly as you please.

After showering, simply tip the shower head slightly 
so that the remaining water runs out. This avoids a 
build-up of limescale residue and other deposits.

Secure fixings
The shower head can be secured safely and firmly 
using an Allen key.

round or square and super-slim
Whether you choose the round version or the square one, KWC PIATTO offers a 
real spa experience in your very own shower. Both versions are also aesthetically 
pleasing – especially thanks to the incredibly slim shower head, measuring just 
7 mm deep.

KWC PIATTO ShowerCulture
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Safer, more convenient. With its range of thermal 

bathtub and shower fittings, KWC is setting a new 

standard for modern thermostats. Their simple, slim 

elegance makes them a perfect match for the corres-

ponding faucet ranges, but they also blend in well 

with any other kind of faucet in your bathroom. 

KWC thermostats

ShowerCulture
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triple safety concept
KWC thermostats provide excellent protection from scalding or burning. This is 
thanks to a sophisticated safety concept operating on three levels:

−  hotControl: temperatures over 38º C can only be selected after pressing the 
safety button. The hot water is also automatically stopped if the cold water 
supply fails.

−  touchControl: reliable protection from burning. The hot water supply is 
insulated so that the body of the fitting never becomes more than warm.

−  compensation for pressure fluctuations in the water supply. This means that 
the temperature remains constant even if the volume of water changes. 

Other impressive benefits include the ease of use and long service life, thanks to 
our tried-and-tested thermostat technology.

Saving energy and 
 water 
With KWC thermostats, your preferred water 
temperature is available in just a few moments, 
whereas with traditional two-handle mixers you 
often have to wait quite some time before the hot 
and cold water are mixed to reach the perfect 
temperature. So for several seconds you avoid 
running off water that you are not using – and water 
that has already been heated is not wasted either. 

smartControl: water-saving device. You can feel a 
certain resistance in the turning handle for control-
ling the water flow. This indicates the point at which 
the volume of water goes beyond the eco-range. 

easy switching
The device for switching between the handheld 
shower and the bath spout is incorporated in the 
turning handle that controls the flow – nothing could 
be easier.

ShowerCulture
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KWC shower systems
In our part of the world, a bathroom with a shower, 

and usually also with a bath, is now the norm.  

However, the existing arrangement is not always 

satisfactory, either functionally or aesthetically. There 

may be many good reasons (e.g. a renovation) to 

think about upgrading your shower installation.  

This is where the many and varied shower systems 

available from KWC come into their own. They can 

easily be connected to existing fittings. 

ShowerCulture
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replacement system
Just build on what you already have. With an upgrade 
from KWC, it's easy! All you have to do is replace the 
existing KWC sliding wall bar with a water-bearing one 
and you have the basis for installing a luxury KWC 
shower system. This can be further enhanced by adding 
your own choice of shower head or handheld shower 
and a thermostat – in place of the previous, traditional 
bathtub or shower mixer. 

−  Quick and easy conversion of the existing 
 arrangement 

−  Installation can be surface-mounted for easy fitting 
in older bathrooms

−  Uses the same pipes and connections 
−  Can be combined with any shower or bath fittings

Shower after

Bathtub before

Bathtub after, with 
existing mixer

Bathtub after, 
with new 

thermostatic mixer

Shower before

ShowerCultureReplacement system
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Shower before

Shower after (minor renovation) Shower after (new building)

ShowerCultureSurface-mounted system

Surface-mounted 
 system
Use what's there to create something new. Whether 
it's a minor renovation or a new building – with a 
KWC surface-mounted system you can't go wrong. 
You can soon make space for an entirely new shower 
experience, with very little effort. For example, when 
renovating, the existing connections can still be used. 
In this way, the previous installation can be made into 
a luxury shower system simply by replacing a few 
elements. 

−  Suitable for renovations or as a cost-effective 
solution for new buildings

−  Surface-mounted installation, so it's easy to fit in 
older bathrooms too

−  Fittings use existing connections (when renovating) 
−  Pre-configured surface-mounted systems available 

for the KWC ONO and KWC AvA ranges
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Concealed system
For individualists, there is the fun of choosing.  
In both new buildings and complete renovations,  
KWC shower systems can be configured entirely  
to meet your personal wishes and needs. There is  
a wide range of shower heads, handheld showers, 
elegant mixers and thermostats to choose from. 
These customisable sets are concealed systems, 
making them particularly elegant.

−  Huge variety of different elements that can be 
combined 

−  Elegant concealed system 
−  Ideal for new buildings or extensive renovation 

projects

ShowerCultureConcealed system
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Standard: KWC shower bracket
Every detail counts. That's the motto here at KWC, even when it comes to the 
little things. For example, the KWC ball-jointed shower bracket for sliding wall 
bars provides genuine 3D functionality. That is to say: when the hand shower is 
mounted in the bracket, it can be positioned at exactly the required angle and 
stays firmly in the position you have chosen. 

KWC accessories ShowerCulture

Flexible: rotating cone 
really practical: all KWC shower hoses are fitted as 
standard with a rotating cone, so that the hose cannot 
become twisted however much you move it about.

Cool: water-bearing 
sliding wall bar
Thanks to the pipe-in-a-pipe system, the water-bea-
ring sliding wall bars do not become hot, which 
reliably prevents burning. 
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KWC bathroom faucets stand for the best in 

 aesthetic design and unparalleled functionality.  

The wide range of series and models available 

 allows you to tailor your bathroom fittings to suit 

your requirements and tastes.

Comprehensive range

PrODUCT rANGE
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93KWC ONO

Basin

Lever mixer
for vessel basin
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.151.293.000Fl all chrome
A 170, without pop-up valve

Tub

Lever mixer
diverter with automatic reset
rotatable spout 60°
neoperl® Caché®

20.152.442.000 all chrome
AD 153 +/- 15 mm, A 135, without hand 
shower and hose

Basin

Lever mixer
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.151.042.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve
12.151.052.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve

Basin

Lever mixer
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

11.152.033.000 all chrome
A 175
11.152.034.000 all chrome
A 225

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation ½" 
39.151.400.931

Basin

Lever mixer
for vessel basin
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.151.393.000Fl all chrome
A 155, with pop-up valve
12.151.093.000Fl all chrome
A 155, without pop-up valve

Bidet

Lever mixer
fixed spout
ball joint aerator Neoperl® Caché®

13.151.041.000Fl all chrome
A 115, with pop-up valve

Tub

Trim kit with function unit
diverter with automatic reset

20.154.280.000 all chrome
20.154.290.000 all chrome
concealed, with vacuum breaker

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

KWC ONO is also available for the kitchen.

Tub
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
diverter with automatic reset

20.154.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Tub

Lever mixer
fixed spout
neoperl® SliM®

20.151.094.000 all chrome
A 200, with hand shower and hose

To be ordered separately:
pre-assembly unit Z.536.178

Basin
with LED-technology

Lever mixer
lightpin with real time temperature 
indicator (color lightpin)
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.151.342.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve, mains 
receiver
12.151.332.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

Basin
non-contact

Automatic
touchless
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.151.462.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, battery
12.151.472.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver
12.151.482.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, power 
supply for concealed installation

Basin
low-contact
with LED-technology

Automatic
touch light
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.151.432.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve, battery
12.151.402.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, battery
12.151.442.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve, mains receiver
12.151.412.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver
12.151.452.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve, power supply 
for concealed installation
12.151.422.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, power 
supply for concealed installation

Tub
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

20.152.503.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 190, without hand 
shower and hose
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Accessories

Bathtub spout
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

26.151.073.000 all chrome
A 200

Accessories

Trim kit

27.150.050.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
39.990.011.931 or K.38.93.00.931.34

KWC ONO

Shower
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.152.500.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand 
shower and hose

Shower

Trim kit with function unit

21.154.280.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Shower
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.154.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Shower

Lever mixer

21.152.330.000 all chrome
AD 153 +/- 15 mm, without hand  
shower and hose

Shower system
 
Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
Sliding wall bar can be shortened to a 
specific length as required.

26.156.213.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300, with hand 
shower and hose

Shower
thermostat

Trim kit for thermostatic valve
without diverter

21.154.240.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation ¾" 
39.152.320.000
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Shower
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

21.654.020.000 all chrome
L 1100, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

Shower
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

21.654.010.000 all chrome
L 1100, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

Shower
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

21.654.030.000 all chrome
L 1100, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

Basin
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
fixed spout
neoperl® SliM®

11.654.003.000 all chrome
A 175, mains receiver
11.654.004.000 all chrome
A 225, mains receiver

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation ½" 
39.004.500.931

Basin
with LED-technology

Automatic
for vessel basin
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
2-hole
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

12.652.012.000Fl all chrome
A 220, with pop-up valve, mains 
receiver
12.652.122.000Fl all chrome
A 220, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

Basin
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
2-hole
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

12.652.011.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

Basin
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

12.651.021.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

KWC ONO touch light PRO

KWC ono touch light PRO is also available for the kitchen. 

 

More information about KWC ONO touch light PRO can be found on the microsite, 

which you can access via www.kwc.com.

Basin
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

12.651.031.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

Basin
with LED-technology

Automatic
for vessel basin
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

12.651.032.000Fl all chrome
A 220, with pop-up valve, mains receiver
12.651.132.000Fl all chrome
A 220, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183
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Basin

Lever mixer
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.191.041.000Fl all chrome
A 110, with pop-up valve
12.191.051.000Fl all chrome
A 110, without pop-up valve

Basin

Lever mixer
lever installation possible on the right or 
left side
swivel spout 180°
neoperl® Caché®

12.191.131.000Fl all chrome
A 135, with pop-up valve
12.191.141.000Fl all chrome
A 135, without pop-up valve

Basin

Lever mixer
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.191.042.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve
12.191.052.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve

KWC AVA

Basin
cold water flow in central lever 
position

Lever mixer
COOLFIX – cold water flow in central 
lever position
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.191.032.000Fl all chrome
A 125, with pop-up valve
12.191.072.000Fl all chrome
A 125, without pop-up valve

Basin

Lever mixer
for vessel basin
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.191.393.000Fl all chrome
A 150, with pop-up valve
12.191.093.000Fl all chrome
A 150, without pop-up valve

KWC AvA is also available for the kitchen.

Basin
cold water flow in central lever 
position

Lever mixer
COOLFIX – cold water flow in central 
lever position
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

12.191.031.000Fl all chrome
A 110, with pop-up valve
12.191.071.000Fl all chrome
A 110, without pop-up valve

Tub
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
fixed spout
neoperl® SliM®

20.657.234.000 all chrome
A 200, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

Accessories
with LED-technology

KWC ono touch light PRO wireless 
operating unit, with charging station

Z.536.351.000 all chrome
mains receiver

The wireless module can be used 
in combination with all 
KWC ono touch light PRO faucets.

Tub
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

20.657.120.000 all chrome
power supply for concealed installation

Tub
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

20.657.023.000 all chrome
A 220, power supply for concealed 
installation

KWC USO

Basin
low-contact
with LUMINAQUA® LED-technology

Automatic
touch light
fixed spout
neoperl® SliM®

12.661.403.700Fl stainless steel
A 155, without pop-up valve, battery
12.661.403.750Fl polished stainless 
steel
A 155, without pop-up valve, battery
12.661.413.700Fl stainless steel
A 155, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver
12.661.413.750Fl polished stainless 
steel
A 155, without pop-up valve, mains 
receiver

KWC ONO touch light PRO
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Shower
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
without diverter
without volume control
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.194.600.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Accessories

Trim kit

27.190.050.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
39.990.011.931 or K.38.93.00.931.34

Accessories

Bathtub spout
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

26.191.073.000 all chrome
A 200

Tub
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
diverter with automatic reset

20.194.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Tub

Trim kit with function unit
diverter with automatic reset

20.194.580.000 all chrome
20.194.590.000 all chrome
concealed, with vacuum breaker

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Shower
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.194.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Shower

Trim kit with function unit

21.194.580.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

Tub

Lever mixer
diverter with automatic reset
rotatable spout 45°
neoperl® Caché®

20.192.440.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand 
shower and hose

Bidet

Lever mixer
fixed spout
ball joint aerator Neoperl® Caché®

13.191.041.000Fl all chrome
A 110, with pop-up valve

Tub
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

20.192.503.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 190, without hand 
shower and hose

Shower

Lever mixer

21.192.330.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand 
shower and hose

Basin

Lever mixer
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

11.192.033.000 all chrome
A 175
11.192.034.000 all chrome
A 225

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation ½" 
39.193.400.931

Shower
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.192.500.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand 
shower and hose

Shower system
 
Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
Sliding wall bar can be shortened to a 
specific length as required.

26.196.213.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300, with hand 
shower and hose
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KWC FiT mono

Shower head
made of plastic
fitJet

26.000.221.000 all chrome

KWC PiATTO R

Shower head
made of plastic
with ball joint
spaJet

26.000.210.000 all chrome
D 200

KWC PiATTO R

Shower head
made of stainless steel
with ball joint
spaJet

26.000.211.000 all chrome
D 240
26.000.212.000 all chrome
D 300
26.000.213.000 all chrome
D 400

KWC FIT five

Shower head
made of plastic
fitJet
five different setting options

26.000.220.000 all chrome

KWC PIATTO Q

Shower head
made of plastic
with ball joint
spaJet

26.000.200.000 all chrome
D 200x200

KWC PIATTO Q

Shower head
made of stainless steel
with ball joint
spaJet

26.000.201.000 all chrome
D 240x240
26.000.202.000 all chrome
D 300x300
26.000.203.000 all chrome
D 400x400

KWC hand showers

KWC BOSSANOVA air

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
ergoSkin – ergonomic grip, pleasant 
surface
(AIr) water saving
ecoJet

26.000.110.040 chrome/urban grey

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
ergoSkin – ergonomic grip, pleasant 
surface
fitJet & spaJet
remains set to the last shower spray 
selected

26.000.112.042 chrome/fancy purple

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
ergoSkin – ergonomic grip, pleasant 
surface
fitJet & spaJet
remains set to the last shower spray 
selected

26.000.112.041 chrome/harmonic blue

KWC BOSSANOVA mono

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
ergoSkin – ergonomic grip, pleasant 
surface
fitJet

26.000.111.040 chrome/urban grey

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
ergoSkin – ergonomic grip, pleasant 
surface
fitJet & spaJet
remains set to the last shower spray 
selected

26.000.112.043 chrome/midnight blue

KWC Ely mono

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
fitJet

26.000.120.000 all chrome

KWC ELY duo

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
fitJet & powerJet
automatically resets to fitJet after use

26.000.121.000 all chrome

KWC BOSSANOVA duo

Hand shower
touchControl – hand shower does not 
become hot
ergoSkin – ergonomic grip, pleasant 
surface
fitJet & spaJet
remains set to the last shower spray 
selected

26.000.112.040 chrome/urban grey
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Bracket

26.000.820.000 all chrome
l 125
26.000.821.000 all chrome
l 225
26.000.822.000 all chrome
l 325

Bracket

26.000.823.000 all chrome
l 125
26.000.824.000 all chrome
l 225
26.000.825.000 all chrome
l 325

KWC brackets

Bracket

26.000.802.000 all chrome
l 352

Bracket

26.000.800.000 all chrome
l 352

Bracket

26.000.801.000 all chrome
l 352

Bracket

26.000.803.000 all chrome
l 352

Bracket

26.000.813.000 all chrome
l 352

Bracket

26.000.812.000 all chrome
L 485

Bracket

26.000.810.000 all chrome
l 352

Bracket

26.000.811.000 all chrome
L 385
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KWC ONO touch light PRO 

Shower
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

21.654.020.000 all chrome
L 1100, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

KWC ONO touch light PRO 

Shower
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

21.654.010.000 all chrome
L 1100, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

KWC ONO touch light PRO 

Shower
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

21.654.030.000 all chrome
L 1100, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

KWC thermostats

KWC ONO

Tub
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
diverter with automatic reset

20.154.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

KWC ONO

Shower
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.154.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

KWC ONO touch light PRO

Tub
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
fixed spout
neoperl® SliM®

20.657.234.000 all chrome
A 200, power supply for concealed 
installation, with hand shower, hose and 
bracket

To be ordered separately:
rough in for operating unit Z.636.183

KWC ONO touch light PRO 

Tub
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3

20.657.120.000 all chrome
power supply for concealed installation

KWC ONO touch light PRO

Tub
thermostat
with LED-technology

Automatic
tip’n’flow 1-2-3
swivel spout 360°
neoperl® SliM®

20.657.023.000 all chrome
A 220, power supply for concealed 
installation

KWC ONO

Shower
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.152.500.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand 
shower and hose

KWC ONO

Tub
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

20.152.503.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 190, without hand 
shower and hose
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Sliding wall bar

KWC ball joint bracket, elevation 
adjustment lockable

26.000.504.000 all chrome
L 612
26.000.505.000 all chrome
l 1100

Sliding wall bar

KWC ball joint bracket, elevation 
adjustment lockable

26.000.502.000 all chrome
L 612
26.000.503.000 all chrome
l 1100

KWC AVA

Tub
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
fixed spout
neoperl® Caché®

20.192.503.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 190, without hand 
shower and hose

KWC AVA

Shower
thermostat

Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.192.500.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, without hand 
shower and hose

KWC AVA

Shower
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
without diverter
without volume control
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.194.600.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

KWC AVA

Tub
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
diverter with automatic reset

20.194.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves

KWC AVA

Shower
thermostat

Trim kit with thermostatic function unit
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C

21.194.480.000 all chrome

To be ordered separately:
unit for concealed installation 
KWC vArOX ½" 39.999.300.931, 
with shut-off valves
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KWC Ely mono
 
Sliding wall bar kit

Scope of delivery:
hand shower KWC ELY mono 
26.000.120.000
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic 
26.001.014.000
Sliding wall bar K.26.99.01.000

26.003.101.000 all chrome
L 612
26.003.102.000 all chrome
l 1100

KWC BOSSANOVA mono
 
Sliding wall bar kit

Scope of delivery:
hand shower KWC BOSSANOvA mono 
26.000.111.040
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic  
26.001.014.000
Sliding wall bar K.26.99.01.000

26.003.201.000 all chrome
L 612
26.003.202.000 all chrome
l 1100

KWC BOSSANOVA duo
 
Sliding wall bar kit

Scope of delivery:
hand shower  KWC BOSSANOvA duo 
26.000.112.040
shower hose 1800 mm, plastic  
26.001.014.000
Sliding wall bar K.26.99.01.000

26.003.301.000 all chrome
L 612
26.003.302.000 all chrome
l 1100

KWC shower systems

Shower system KWC ONO
 
Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
Sliding wall bar can be shortened to a 
specific length as required.

26.156.213.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300, with hand 
shower and hose

Shower system KWC AVA
 
Thermostat
smartControl – water-saving device
touchControl – the body of the mixer 
does not become hot
hotControl – temperature handle with 
safety stop button 38° C
Sliding wall bar can be shortened to a 
specific length as required.

26.196.213.000 all chrome
AD 150 +/- 15 mm, A 300, with hand 
shower and hose
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Shower bracket

26.000.620.000 all chrome

Shower bracket

made of plastic

26.000.622.000 all chrome

Ball joint bracket

26.000.623.000 all chrome

Shower bracket

26.000.621.000 all chrome

KWC shower hoses

Shower hose

made of plastic

26.001.019.000 all chrome
l 1000

Shower hose

made of plastic

26.001.014.000 all chrome
L 1800
26.001.012.000all chrome
l 1250



KWC hose connections

Hose connection

26.000.612.000 all chrome

Hose connection

26.000.613.000 all chrome

Hose connection

26.000.614.000 all chrome

Hose connection

26.000.610.000 all chrome

Hose connection

26.000.611.000 all chrome

KWC – big in the kitchen, too
All the information on the world of KWC kitchen faucets can be found here:
– Brochure: KWC Selection for Kitchens
– Internet: www.kwc.com
– Smartphone: mobile.kwc.ch

Technical information

The applications of bath faucets depicted in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only. Technology and 
design may change as a result of continuous product development. The suitability of the faucets must be checked 
for each property. For planning and technical implementation, the specifications and the assembly and servicing 
instructions of KWC AG will apply exclusively. The relevant information can be ordered from KWC or obtained via 
www.kwc.com. 

Subject to technical, range and model changes. Dimensions in mm.

www.kwc.com

visit www.kwc.com for comprehensive information on planning and installation as well as operating instructions, 
or get in touch with your KWC contact partner.
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‘Thinking sustainably means incorporating 
future-proof technologies as well as good 
sculptural design that will still be contem-
porary tomorrow.’
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